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Abstract
Some problems connected with the handling of null values in SQL are discussed. A definition of sure answers to
SQL queries is proposed which takes care of the "no information" meaning of null values in SQL. An algorithm
is presented for modifying SQL queries such that answers
are not changed for databases without null values but
sure answers are obtained for arbitrary databases with
standard SQL semantics.

1

Introduction

of N U L L values in attributes often follows from schema
semantics. As an example, consider a relation scheme
named PERSON with BIRTHDAY among its attributes.
If the data in a PERSON relation refer to natural persons,
then each occurrence of NULL in the attribute BIRTHDAY can be interpreted as "value existent but unknown"
(there are other possible reasons for the absence of a value
in this attribute such as "value not allowed to be seen";
but this is another level of information which becomes
clear if we extend the given characterization to "value
existent in reality but unknown to the database").
Let the following relation be given:
PERSON

The handling of null values in SQL ([SQL89], [SQL92])
may result in answers to queries which do not represent the type of information expected by users ([DaD .
A serious problem is that query formulations which are
equivalent for databases without null values may have
different results in the presence of null values ([NPS]).
Thus, if standard rules for the transformation of logical
expressions into equivalent expressions are applied to SQL
queries, answers may change.
These problems originate in the mixture of set based
and logic based techniques used for the specification of
SQL semantics: whereas three-valued logic is used to define the result of search conditions in WHERE clauses, a
subquery in a predicate is evaluated to an SQL relation
(table) before the definition of the predicate is applied.
Since a tuple (row) qualifies for the result of a subquery
only if the condition in the corresponding WHERE clause
takes the value true, there is a switch from three-valued
logic to Boolean logic when the value of a predicate including a subquery is determined. Together with negation (NOT) or quantification (ALL) this may result in a
critical loss of information.
A null value (NULL) in SQL is by definition '% special
value, or mark, that is used to indicate the absence of any
data value" ([SQL92]). There is no further information
connected with any occurrence of this special value. In
applications, however, some knowledge about occurrences
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LAST..NAME
Smith
Smith

FIRST_NAME
Richard
William

BIRTHDAY
NULL
1/19

(LAST_NAME, FIRST_NAME) shall be a key of PERSON. Consider the query QI:
"Get the data of all persons such that there is no other
person having the same last name and the same birfhday".

A straightforward fornmlation of this query in SQL is:
SELECT *
FROM
PERSON x

WHERE NOT EXISTS
(SELECT *
FROM PERSON

WHERE
AND
AND

y

x.LAST_NAME

= y.LAST_NAME

x. F I R S T _ N A M E <> y . F I R S T _ N A M E
x. B I R T H D A Y
= y. BIRTHDAY)

According to SQL semantics the answer to this formulation of Q1 consists of all tuples of the given PERSON
relation. Under thc interpretation "value existent but unknown" this answer does not represent a sure information
in the sense that it states something which cannot be concluded (for sure) from the data in the database. In case
the (existent but unknown) birthday of Richard Smith is
the same as that of William Smith the answer is not ap-
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propriate. Therefore it should be considered an uncertain
or maybe information to query Q1. It turns into a sure
information if Q1 is modified a little bit: "Get the data
of all persons such that there is no other person having,
for sure, the same last name and the same birthday".
Let us look at another way to write Q1 in SQL:
SELECT *
FROM PERSON x
WHERE x.LAST NAME

(SELECT

<> ALL
y. LAST_NAME

FROM PERSON y
WHERE x.BIRTHDAY = y.BIRTHDAY
AND x.FIRST_NAME <> y.FIRST_NAME)

information in each O R D E R relation is assumed to be
complete with respect to the d o m a i n modelled by it.
T h e following query Q2 is an analogue to the "birthday" query:
"Get the data of each order such that there is at most
one employee working on orders with the same date of
entry as this order".
Consider a formulation of Q2 corresponding to the first
formulation of QI:
SELECT *
FROM ORDER x
WHERE NOT EXISTS

This formulation of Q I produces the same answer as
the firstformulation. Things change if a transformation
is applied to this formulation which preserves equivalence
in standard as well as in three-valued logic resulting in
the following formulation:

(SELECT *
FROM ORDER y
WHERE x.DATE = y.DATE
AND x.ORDN0 <> y. ORDNO
AND x.WORKS_ON = y.WORKS_ON)

In this case the SQL answer, the tuples of the given
relation,
represents a sure information with respect to
SELECT *
the
meaning
assumed for the absence of a d a t a value in
FROM PERSON x
the
attribute
WORKS_ON.
WHERE x.BIRTHDAY <> ALL
The
examples
show that the type of information an
(SELECT y. BIRTHDAY
answer
represents
m a y depend upon the interpretation of
FROM PERSON y
null
values
in
the
database. Thus, SQL allows to interWHERE x.LAST_NAME = y.LAST_NAME
pret
"no
information
data" in a specific way by chosing
AND x.FIRST_NAME <> y.FIRST_NAME)
appropriate query formulations.
Because of the treatment of N U L L in quantified comIn general, sure answers can be characterized as anparison predicates, the S Q L answer to this formulation of swers representing information which is valid independent
Q1 is an e m p t y table. Here Q1 is interpreted as "Get the of tile meaning null values m a y have due to their underlydata of all persons such that there is, for sure, no other ing interpretation. Since in SQL an occurrence of NULL
person having the same last name and the same birth- means that a single value is absent and nothing more,
day". Independent of the interpretation of null values it sure answers must be valid for this "no information" inis unsatisfactory t h a t different results can be obtained for terpretation, i.e. in particular for the ``value unknown"
these straightforward fornmlations of Q1.
as well as for the "value not existent" interpretation. For
Let us consider another interpretation of missing val- answers representing maybe or uncertain information, on
ues: "value not existent (in reality)". Look at the fol- the other hand, it is sufficient to require that they are
lowing relation with scheme O R D E R (ORDNO, DATE, valid for some possible meaning of absent d a t a values. In
VOLUME, WORKS_ON) where O R D N O shall be a key: this paper we concentrate on answers representing sure information because this type of answer seems to be what
ORDER
SQL semantics was intended to produce.
ORDNO DATE VOLUME WORKS_ON
The "no information" interpretation of missing values
1
11/3
i0000
NULL
has been investigated formally in [Za]. A definition of
3
11/3
5500
E2
extended relational algebra operations is given there in
4
11/4
3000
NULL
a framework of the relational d a t a model generalized for
this type of interpretation. The evaluation of algebraic
A tuple in this relation gives information on a single expressions corresponds to the evaluation of queries by
order comprising its date of entry, its volume, and in case SQL insofar as results of subexpressions are always sure
an employee is working on the order, the identification answers in our sense. As the above examples demonnumber of this employee. An occurrence of NULL in the strate, this functionality principle causes problems in conattribute WORKS_ON shall represent the fact that no nection with the logical equivalence of query formulations.
employee is working on the respective order. ~Te have a Therefore we do not base our definition of sure answers
situation different from the former example insofar as the on this approach.
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In order to always get the same answer for queries
which are equivalent for databases with no values missing
in tuples, SQL semantics has to be changed or a set of
admissible SQL query formulations has to be specified appropriately. We consider the second possibility and give
an algorithm for modifying SQL queries in such a way
that the same answer is obtained for queries which are
equivalent if there are no occurrences of NULL in the
database. Answers to modified queries are guaranteed to
represent sure information in the sense discussed above.
In the next section we first discuss some characteristics
of the null value concept of SQL and then give a definition of sure answers to queries which is appropriate to
this concept. The definition is non-descriptive since it
is based upon the evaluation of queries by SQL. It does
not take care of occurrences of null values in argument
sets of function expressions and in operaalds of set operations. The reason for this restriction is that these language constructs are not directly involved in the logical
equivalence problem and should therefore be discussed
seperately. Based on sure and so-called potential answers
to queries and subqueries we develop an algorithm for
modifying SQL queries using the IS NULL predicate form.
The application of this algorithm produces SQL queries
with sure answers for arbitrary databases.

2

A n s w e r s in
Null Values

the

Presence

of

Queries against complete relational databases, i.e.
databases without null values, are usually evaluated under the closed world assumption ([Re]): It is assumed that
in a database only positive knowledge is represented and
that this knowledge is complete, i.e. all facts not implied
by the database are taken to bc false.
By the syntactical structure of queries, commercial
query languages such as QUEL or SQL ensure that query
evaluation can be done in finite time and that answers to
queries are finite for finite da.tabase~s. Answers consist of
sets or multisets (bags) of tuplcs .with values from specified domains. The interpretation of answers to queries
is intuitively evident with the closed world assumption in
mind.
The implicit representation of negative facts (tuples)
under the closed world assumption supposes all tuples
in a database to be totally defined. For such complete
databases there is a one-to-one correspondence between
facts of the domain which is modelled and tuples in the
database. A tuple with values not defined for some attributes, however, represents a set of possible facts under
the "no information" interpretation. Therefore, incomplete databases, i.e. databases with partially defined tuples, are not consistent with the closed world assumption
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under this interpretation. The nonunique representation
of facts makes it necessary to distinguish two types of
knowledge: knowledge which can be concluded for sure
from the data in the database and knowledge which is
uncertain insofar as it neither can be concluded nor ruled
out for sure. Independent of how query evaluation is performed for incomplete databases, two questions arise in
connection with answers:
In which form should the result of query evaluation
be represented?
What kind of knowledge does an answer represent?
-

-

Since we are interested in the null value concept of SQL,
we focus our attention on the representation of answers by
sets or nmltisets of tuples. SQL allows null values to occur
in tuples of answers. This is a necessary feature since
otherwise it would not be possible to represent the content
of a base relation as answer. The handling of missing
values in SQL suggests that each occurrence of a null
value represents the fact that a single value (and not a set
of values) is missing. Furthermore, no distinction is made
between a null value occurring in a base relation and a null
value occurring in the result of an SQL query or subquery.
In connection with the way duplicates are defined in SQL,
this concept involves problems with the interpretation of
answers ms the following example demonstrates.
E x a m p l e 1: Consider the relation R = {(a,2,NULL),
(b,2,NULL)} with attributes A, B, and C (in this order).
For the query " S E L E C T D I S T I N C T x.B, x.C FROM
R x" we get {(2,NULL)} as result because in this context SQL takes two different occurrences of NULL as
duplicates. Obviously, the interpretation of NULL in
(2,NULL) should not be the same as in the tuples of R.
It has to bc taken into account that (2,NULL) represents
an unknown number of tuples (2,NULL) where each occurrence of NULL may have a different meaning.
Another more general problem with the null value concept of SQL has to do with the expressive power of answers: for some queries it is not possible to represent thc
information which can bc concluded for sure from thc
query and a given database.
E x a m p l e 2: Let two relations R = {(a,2), (a,3), (a,4)}
and S = {(a, NULL)} with attributes A and B be given.
Consider the expression R \ S of relational algebra. Since
by assumption the occurrence of a null value in S represents the absence of a single value, we may conclude that
the result of R \ S is either {(a,2), (a,3)} or {(a,2), (a,4)}
or {(a,3), (a,4)} or {(a,2), (a,3), (a,4)}. This knowledge
cannot bc represented by an SQL answer.
R e m a r k : SQL defines the result of R E X C E P T S and
R E X C E P T ALL S as {(a,2), (a,3), (a,4)}, an answer
which cannot be concluded for sure because the tuples of
R are among those represented by (a,NULL). Therefore
R E X C E P T S has to be read as: all tuples of R such
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that there is no tuple in S having, for sure, tile same
components.
Let us now consider answers representing sure knowledge in more detail. The "no information" interpretation
of null values suggests that a sure or certain answer to a
query against some database contains only tuples qualifying for every meaning that occurrences of null values in
t h e ' d a t a b a s e m a y have. For our "birthday" example it
follows that no tuple qualifies for the sure answer to any
of the three formulations of query Q1 because in each
case the search condition of the outer W H E R E clause is
evaluated to false if NULL in the first tuple of the relation is replaced by the possible meaning "1/19". Under
the "no information" interpretation the sure answer to
the formulation of query Q2 is {(4,11/4,3000,NULL)} : if
we assume not to know anything a b o u t the WORKS_ON
value in the first tuple of the O R D E R relation, a possible
meaning of this missing value is "E2". Thus, the first two
tuples cannot be contained in a sure answer. The third
tuple qualifies independent of what the absence of a value
in the attribute WORKS_ON means.
Under the "unknown" interpretation each comparison
predicate in an SQL query takes a Boolean value for every possible meaning of null values such that tautologies
involving null values have to be taken into account ([Co],
[Gr]) with consequences for the efficiency of query evaluation ([AKG]). Under the "no information" interpretation some of these tautologies disappear (e.g. A > 0 O R
A < 0) because of the possible "not existent" meaning
of null valued components if the following point of view
is taken: it makes no sense to compare "nothing" with
a d a t a value ([Vas]). Some tautologies, however, remain
tautologies as the following SQL query demonstrates: SEL E C T x F R O M S x, S y W H E R E x.A = y.A AND x.B
= y.B. For relation S from Example 2 the SQL answer to
this query is an e m p t y table. The evaluation of the query
does not take care of the fact that attribute values of a
tuple are compared to themselves (notice that this query
is not equivalent in SQL to S I N T E R S E C T S).
Since we are interested in answers to SQL queries which
can b e produced by SQL and because of the well-known
efficiency problems connected with the detection of tautologies, the following d e m a n d for sure answers under the
"no information" interpretation seems to be appropriate:
sure answers must not contain tuples wlmse qualification
depends on the value of comparison predicates with null
values a m o n g the arguments. A formal definition of this
type of sure answers to SQL queries can be based upon
the evaluation of queries specified by SQL.
D e f i n i t i o n : A tuple t qualifies for the sure answer to
an SQL query q if the qualification part of q takes the
value grue for every modified evaluation of t obtained from
the SQL evaluation of t as follows: each occurrence of unknown determined as result of a predicate because NULL

is a m o n g its arguments is replaced by one of the Boolean
values true or false.
R e m a r k : An e m p t y sure answer m a y not be interpreted as "it is sure t h a t no tuple qualifies". Its meaning
rather is "no tuple surely qualifies".
If we adopt the definition of sure answers to a first order query language such as the relational calculus, threevalued logic can be used to determine sure answers. This
follows from the monotonicity property of three-valued
logic: no formula can change its value from true to false
or vice-versa if some occurrence of u n k n o w n in the formula is replaced by true or false. Thus, there is an efficient
method to compute sure answers for first order query languages. Because of the switch from three-valued logic to
Boolean logic in SQL mentioned above, the monotonicity property is lost in general such that answers are not
always sure answers in SQL. Therefore, other methods
have to be developed if sure answers are to be c o m p u t e d
efficiently.
T h e method presented in the next section is based on a
simple idea for changing the evaluation of formulas under
three-valued logic if only true results are of interest. Because of the monotonicity property of three-valued logic,
it is sufficient in this case to guarantee that replacing unknown in a fornmla by one of the Boolean values does not
change the value of the formula from u n k n o w n to ~rue.
Since it is possible to replace all occurrences of u n k n o w n
in a formula in this way, Boolean logic can be used for the
evaluation of the modified formula. Which value to take
for replacement is determined uniquely by the syntactical
s~ructure of the formula. In Boolean expressions without
negation each occurrence of u n k n o w n has to be replaced
by false. Negation causes a switch for replacement from
false to ~rue (and vice-versa if there is a nesting of negations). In quantified formulas this switch is also caused
by universal quantification.
The replacement of u n k n o w n by true means that what
we call a potential answer is needed instead of a sure
answer for the corresponding subexpression. For SQL
this type of answer can be defined similar in form to sure
answers as follows:
D e f i n i t i o n : A tuple t qualifies for the potential answer
to an SQL query q if the qualification p a r t of q takes the
value ~rue under some modified evaluation of t obtained
from the SQL evaluation of t as follows: each occurrence
of unknown determined as result of a predicate because
NULL is a m o n g its arguments is replaced by one of the
Boolean values ~rue or false.
Potential answers have to be distinguished from m a y b e
(uncertain) answers mentioned above. In m a y b e answers
tautologies involving null values have to be taken into account in order to hit what m a y b e (or uncertain) means.
For poteutial answers such tautologies (as well as contradictions) play no role. We use this type of answer
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to simplify the description of our algorithm presented in
the next section. A p a r t from this application, potential
answers to queries m a y be interesting for themselves as
alternative to m a y b e answers because they can be computed efficiently.

3

M o d i f i c a t i o n o f Queries

In the following we refer to SQL2 ([SQL92]) without function expressions and set operations.
T h e result of the application of a W H E R E clause to a
table T derived by the application of a proceeding F R O M
clause consists of those rows of T for which the search
condition of the W H E R E clause evaluates to ~rue. Since
three-valued logic is applied for the evaluation of search
conditions, the resulting table always represents sure information in the sense discussed above provided that all
information used for the evaluation is sure. Under the
latter assumption the comparison or test specified by a
predicate including a subquery is performed on a table
which represents a sure answer to the subquery. If such
a predicate is negated by N O T , the type of answer which
is obtained on the next nesting level of the query m a y
change from sure to potential.
Consider the first formulation of query Q1 above. If
N O T in front of the E X I S T predicate is removed, we get
a query which has always sure answers. Since for all tupies of a given P E R S O N relation not contained in the
sure answer the value of the E X I S T predicate is false,
the negation of the E X I S T predicate results in a potential answer if there are tuples such that the condition of
the subquery evaluates to unknown. In order to guarantee t h a t all tuples in the answer qualify for sure, tuples
evaluating to unknown for the search condition of the subquery have to be taken into account. This means that a
potential answer to the subquery is needed instead of a
sure a n s w e r (cf. the extension of algebra operations in
[Bi] and the algebra for C-tables in JILl).
Which type of answer to a subquery is needed in order
to get a sure answer to a query with SQL semantics depends on the predicate in which the subquery occurs and
on the nesting structure of the whole query, especially its
"negation structure". T h e form of answer to a subquery
(sure or potential) determines the variants of all predicates in its W H E R E clause. Negations cause a switch
from sure to potential and vice versa.
For each predicate form of SQL we have to specify how
sure and potential variants of predicates can be obtained
without change of SQL semantics. As we shall see this can
be achieved by use of the predicate form IS NULL which
allows to check whether an attribute value is a null value
or not. We discuss the m e t h o d for the predicate form
<quantified comparison predicate>. From the discussion
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follows how the other predicate forms have to be treated.
T h e general form of <quantified
comparison
predicate> is
<row value constructor> < c o m p o p > <quantifier>
<table subquery>.
For simplicity we assume t h a t < r o w value c o n s t r u c t o r >
is a simple attribute, say A. T w o t b r m s have to be discussed: A/9 SOME(S) and A/9 ALL(S) where S stands
for a suitable subquery and/9 E {<., < = , = , < > , > = , >}.
1) A/9 SOME(S).
a) Let the sure variant be required.
T h e n we need a sure result for S. T w o critical cases
have to be considered:
i) A = NULL.
NULL/9 SOME(S) evaluates to false if the result of the
evaluation of S is an e m p t y table and to unknown otherwise. Instead of unknown the value false is needed for
the c o m p u t a t i o n of a sure result ill order to take possible negations into account. This can be achieved by the
addition of AND A IS N O T NULL to the predicate.
ii) T h e answer to S contains NULL.
Example: 5 > = S O M E {7,8,NULL} . According to
SQL semantics this predicate evaluates to unknown. In
order to always get either grue or false it is sufficient to
exclude NULL from the oalswer to the subquery. This
can be achieved by transforming S into a subquery S' as
follows: let S be S E L E C T A' F R O M .... W H E R E ~; S'
results from S by adding AND A' IS N O T NULL to ~.
b) The potential variant is needed.
In this case the potential answer has to be d~termined
for S. We have to consider the s a m e critical cases as above.
i) A ~ NULL.
Instead of the value unknown the value frue has to be
obtained if the result of S is not empty, since all tuples
have to be considered which m a y qualify for appropriate
replacements of NULL. This can be achieved by adding
O R A IS NULL AND EXISTS(S) to the predicate. For S
in EXISTS(S) the potential answer has to be determined
as well.
ii) The answer to S contains NULL.
Consider the example 5 > = S O M E {7,8,NULL} again.
T h e comparison 5 > = NULL evaluates to irue if NULL
is replaced by an a p p r o p r i a t e d a t a value. Such a value
•always exists with the exception of comparisons such as
m i n i m u m of domain > NULL which m u s t be treated specially. Aside fl'om such exceptions, true is always a possible value of the predicate if NULL occurs in the result
of S. In order to take this into account, the predicate is
extended by O R EXISTS(S') where S' is obtained f r o m
S, S as above, by adding AND A ' IS NULL to ¢. For S'
the potential answer has to determined.
2) A 0 ALL(S).
a) Let the sure variant be needed.
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In this case the potential variant has to be determined
for S. Again, two critical cases have to be considered.
i) A -- NULL.
According to SQL semantics, NULL 8 ALL(S) takes
the value true if the result of S is an e m p t y relation and
the value unknown, otherwise. Since the sure variant is
needed, the value false must be obtained instead of unknown. This can be achieved by the addition of AND
(A IS N O T NULL O R N O T EXISTS(S)). For S in N O T
EXISTS(S) the potential answer has to be computed.
ii) T h e answer to S contains NULL.
Example: 5 < = ALL {7,8,NULL}. In this case the result m u s t be [alse instead of unknown. This outcome can
be achieved by the addition of AND N O T EXISTS(S') to
the predicate where S' is obtained from S by adding AND
A' IS NULL to ¢. For S' the potential answers has to be
determined.
b) The potential variant is needed.
Then, the sure answer has to be determined for S. The
same critical cases have to be considered as above.
i) A ----NULL.
Instead of unknown the value true is needed. This can
be achieved by the addition of O R A IS NULL. AND
EXISTS(S) as in case 1)b)i) is not necessary since v /9
ALL(S) takes the value true for every value v if the answer
to S is an e m p t y table.
ii) The answer to S contains NULL. In this case the
sanae proceeding as in case 1)a)ii) is possible.

WHERE x.LAST_NAME <> ALL

(SELECT y.LAST_NAME
FKOM PEKSON y
WHERE ( x . BIRTHDAY= y . BIETHDAY
OR x.BIRTHDAY IS NULL
OR y . BIRTHDAY IS NULL)

AND x.FIRST_NAME <> y.FIRST_NAME)

There is an obvious way to improve the algorithm resuiting in nmch simpler formulations for m o s t queries:
each predicate can remain unchanged if its sure variant
is needed and if it is not directly contained in a negated
subexpression of a W H E R E clause. In such cases unknown can be replaced by false and vice versa without
changing the respective sure answer.
Potential answers can be obtained if the potential variant is produced for all predicates of the outer W H E R E
clause of a query. It shall be stated again t h a t this type
of answer is different from what is called a m a y b e answer
in the literature.

4

Final Remarks

The definition of sure answers to SQL queries given in this
paper takes into account the "no information" interpretation of absent attribute values as specified in the SQL International Standard. It restricts answers to those tuples
The application of the given rules to a quantified com- whose qualification is not dependent upon absent values
parison predicate guarantees that the value unknown is in tuples of the database the query is issued against. Tile
no more obtained as result of the evaluation of this pred- method proposed for the modification of SQL queries is
icate in any database. For all other predicate forms of correct and complete with respect to this type of answer.
The logical equivalence problem discussed in Section 1
SQL2 similar rules can be specified.
In order to obtain an SQL query with a sure answer disappears if all queries are modified before evaluation.
If the absence of attribute values is interpreted a.s
for each database, the predicates of a given query have
"value
existent but at present unknown", then our defto be modified by application of the corresponding rules.
inition
of sure answers has to be changed. A less forWhether the sure or the potential variant of a predicate
mal
definition
could be: a sure answer contains all tuhas to be produced is determined as follows:
pies
which
qualify
independent of the replacement of the
For each predicate of the W H E R E clause of a subquery
occurrences
of
null
values in the database by defined valwith a sure (potential) answer needed, the sure (potenues.
Formal
definitions
of sure answers for the "unknown"
tial) variant has to be produced if the predicate is not
interpretation
can
be
found
in [Li] and [IL]; some probcontained in a negated subexpression. If so, each negalems
with
these
definitions
and
several more sophisticated
tion causes a switch from sure to potential and vice versa
variants
of
sure
answers
are
discussed
in [K1]. It is a cofor all predicates in the subexpression. The type of anNP-complete
problem
to
c
o
m
p
u
t
e
sure
answers to first
swer needed for a subquery of a predicate is determined
order
queries
under
the
"unknown"
interpretation
([Var],
by the variant of the predicate itself and the respective
[AKG]).
Our
efficient
m
e
t
h
o
d
to
get
sure
answers
to
SQL
rules. For all predicates of the outer W H E R E clause of
queries
under
the
"no
information"
interpretation
is
cora query not being contained in a negated subexpression
rect
but
not
complete
with
respect
to
the
"unknown"
inthe sure variant has to be produced.
terpretation.
It
is
not
complete
since
tautologies
involving
For the second formulation of query Q1 wejget the folnull values are not taken into account.
lowing result:
We have excluded function expressions and set operaSELECT *
tions from our considerations. For function expressions
FROM PERSON x
the SQL way to raise a special warning indicating that
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NULL is among the arguments seems to be a good choice.
Expressions with set operations cannot be modified along
the lines of our method in order to always produce sure
answers. Whi~,~follows from results in [Bi] and [IL] showing
that operations of relational algebra as well as relations
themselves have to be extended in order to guarantee sure
information in answers under the "unknown" interpretation. The extension proposed in [Za], on the other hand,
does not always produce sure answers in our sense.
There is a special problem in SQL with respect to cornparison predicates where one or both arguments are given
by subqueries. Such predicates evaluate to unknown if the
answer to one or both subqueries is empty. This means
that unknown can be obtained during query evaluation
even if there is no occurrence of NULL in the database.
In these cases unknown should therefore be read as undefined.
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